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Abstracts 
In Norway oil and gas is found in reservoirs below the North Sea and the Barents Sea. When 
this is transported through pipelines it is exposed to temperatures and pressures in the hydrate 
stability zone. If sufficient amounts of water are present in the fluid steam, hydrates may form 
and plug the pipelines. Mineral surfaces may structure the water present in the fluid stream, as 
well as function as adsorption sites for water, and enhance the possibility for hydrate 
formation. Different routes to hydrate formation are investigated by a thermodynamic 
approach and it is concluded that the formation route involving hematite is the one which 
allows the lowest amount of water present to form hydrates. Based on this a system consisting 
of hematite, water and methane with conditions in the hydrate stability zone is further studied 
by molecular dynamics simulations. A second system with the addition of a PVP inhibitor is 
then studied. Two models for water (modified TIP3P and TIP4P/2005) were evaluated but a 
correct density could not be provided. Methane was hypothesized to be located in the low-
density layers of water near the surface but instead the results indicate that they prefer to be 
located in the high-density layers. The PVP inhibitor does not seem to have any significant 
effect on structuring water in the systems. None of the system showed any clear signs of 
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In Norway oil and gas is found in reservoirs below the North Sea and the Barents Sea. When 
this it produced it needs to be transported through pipelines lying on the seabed to processing 
plants for further treatment before it can be sold. Hydrates are ice-like structures composed by 
cages in which gas can be trapped inside. Pressure and temperature conditions on the seabed 
are often in the zone which favors hydrate formation, and if the stream contains a sufficient 
amount of water natural gas hydrates may form and plug the pipeline. It is both dangerous and 
costly to remove natural gas hydrate plugs [1].  
The inner surface of the pipelines is usually initially covered by a layer of hematite (rust). 
Hematite is hydrophilic and if liquid water condenses out from the gas stream it will most 
likely be adsorbed on the hematite surface. Water tends to be structured by the hematite 
surface where layers of water with higher density than normal are formed. Between these 
layers a low density area exits and methane may fill this space which makes it easy for water 
to form natural gas hydrates. 
In an article done in conjunction with this Master thesis, three different hydrate formation 
routes were investigated with different types and composition of guest molecules by a 
thermodynamic approach. The conclusion obtained was that the formation route including 
hematite (rust) is the route that allows the lowest amount of water in the gas to make hydrates. 
This article is enclosed in Appendix 2. 
Based on the mentioned article this thesis further investigates a system consisting of water, 
methane and hematite with pressure and temperature conditions in the hydrate stability zone, 
checks if there are signs of hydrate structures and how water is structured by the hematite 
surface. A second system with addition of the kinetic inhibitor PVP investigates how this may 
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2 Goals and Motivation 
In this thesis the aim is to investigate a system of water, methane and hematite, and one with 
the addition of PVP by using molecular dynamics. From this the main goals are as follows:  
1: Investigate how water interacts with the hematite surface. 
2: Determine if methane molecules are placed in between layers of water near the surface. 
3: Check if there are any signs of hydrate structure forming. 
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3 Scientific Methods and Environment  
Molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo are the two methods that usually are considered when a 
microscale system is investigated. Monte Carlo is based on a random 
movement/rotation/insertion/deletion of molecules in each step, where a random number 
decides if a molecule is to move or not. Molecular dynamics works by calculating the force 
acting on each particle and uses this information to study the physical movements in the 
system like position and velocity. This makes molecular dynamics able to study a system 
develop through time. The aim is to study the systems through time and that is the reason for 
choosing a molecular dynamics simulation method for this thesis. Few other techniques can 
yield as detailed results at atomistic level. Another reason for choosing molecular dynamics is 
that this is the most well-known and used method in the group for thermodynamic modeling 
at the Institute for Physics and Technology where this thesis is written. In-house tools, 
knowledge of the method and resources are available and previous experiments are done with 
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4 Hydrates 
Gas hydrates are ice-like structures made up of water molecules and guest molecules. The 
water molecules make cavities (cages) and the guest molecule is trapped inside of them. 
Hydrates form under high pressures and low temperatures if water and guest molecules are 
present. Gas hydrates can be viewed in two aspects, both as an energy source (natural gas 
hydrates) and as a problem in the industry. 
4.1 Hydrate Types and Guest Molecules  
There exist three well known types of hydrate structures. They are usually named as structure 
I, II and H. Structure I and II are the most common types in the petroleum industry [1]. Gas 
hydrates are made up of five types of cavities (cages), one small, three large and one 
intermediate. Each structure has its own combination of these cavities. Inside the cavities 
different guest molecules, also called hydrate formers, can occupy the available space. What 
types of guest molecules each structure will contain depends on the size of the cavities it is 
built up of. Small guest molecules prefer to occupy the small cavity and vice versa for large 
guest molecules. Thus, the type of cages and guest molecules are what distinguishes the 
structures from each other. The different types of cavities (cages), hydrate structures and 
typical guest molecules are shown in Figure 4.1. 
The cavities consist of either square faces, pentagonal faces, hexagonal faces or a combination 
of these. To describe which faces and how many of each a cavity is built up of, they are 
named in a specific way. The faces are written in terms of the number of edges, (i. e. 





 will then consist of 12 pentagonal faces and two hexagonal faces.  
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Figure 4.1: This figure shows the different types of cavities, the composition of each of the hydrate structures and 
what types of guest molecules which are typical for each structure [2].  
4.1.1 Structure I 
Structure I is built up of two types of cavities, two small and six large cavities. The small 
cavity (5
12
) is called dodecahedron and is a polyhedron with twelve pentagonal faces. 




) and has twelve pentagonal faces 
and two hexagonal faces. In total there are 46 water molecules in one unit cell of structure I.  
Methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) are the most 
common types of guest molecules in structure I. Ethane is too large to fit into the small 
cavities, so it will only occupy the large ones. On the other hand CH4, CO2 and H2S are small 
enough to occupy both the small and the large cavities.  
4.1.2 Structure II 
As for structure I structure II is also built up two types of cavities, sixteen small and eight 
large. The small cavity is exactly the same as the small one in structure I, the dodecahedron. 




) is called hexakaidecahedron and is built up of twelve pentagonal 
faces and four hexagonal faces. This structure has a total of 136 molecules of water.  
The typical guest molecules are methane, propane (C3H8), iso-butane and nitrogen. Methane 
only fills the small cavities because there will be too much left-over space in the large 
cavities. Propane and iso-butane only fills the large cages. Both the small and large cavities 
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can be occupied by nitrogen. A common case for structure II is that only the large cavities are 
occupied by guest molecules [1]. 
4.1.3 Structure H 







) and one large cavity makes up one unit cell of structure H. Like 
structure I and II, the small cavity (5
12







an irregular dodecahedron consisting of three square faces, six pentagonal faces and three 




) is an irregular icosahedral 
and is built up of twelve pentagonal faces and eight hexagonal faces.   
This type of hydrate structure does not occur as often as structure I and II. One reason to this 
can be that it needs two types of guest molecules to form, one small type of molecule and a 
larger type [1]. The small molecule is typically a methane molecule, while the large molecules 
can be cycloheptane or cyclohexane.  
4.2 Hydrate Formation, Routes and Stability 
For hydrates to form there are three requirements that need to be fulfilled [1]. The first is to 
have a combination of pressure and temperature that favors hydrate formation, the hydrate 
stability zone, a high pressure and a low temperature. Figure 4.2 shows the hydrate stability 
zone. The next is the presence of guest molecules like methane or carbon dioxide. Finally, the 
last requirement is that water is present in a sufficient amount. Nucleation is the first stage of 
hydrate formation where clusters form. If these clusters reach a critical size further growth is 
continued and hydrates forms. 
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Figure 4.2: The hydrate stability zone. If guest molecule and a sufficient amount of water is present hydrates may 
form in the hydrate stability zone.  
 
There are several routes to hydrate formation [3]. The one which is studied in this thesis is the 
route where water is adsorbed onto hematite. Mineral surfaces (e. g hematite) will most often 
be water wetting and adsorbs water well onto the surface. If a mineral surface is present 
during hydrate formation it can structure the water in a way where it gets zones with lower 
and higher density than in bulk near the surface, and the guest molecules can be adsorbed into 
the low-density areas. This situation favors hydrate formation. 
4.3 Problems in the Industry 
If hydrates form during transport of natural gas in pipelines they can form a plug and block 
the pipeline and it is both costly dangerous to remove these [1]. On a processing plant 
equipment can be damaged if hydrates form inside. To prevent the formation of hydrates, it is 
important to keep the conditions outside of the temperature and pressure region which favors 
hydrate formation, the hydrate stability zone. There are several ways to obtain this state. The 
main methods are to raise the temperature, lower the pressure or change the chemical 
potential of the system by adding a sufficient amount of inhibitor to the fluid stream. An 
inhibitor inhibits hydrates from forming and several types of inhibitors exist like 
thermodynamic and kinetic inhibitors. Thermodynamic inhibitors can change the hydrate 
stability zone so that a higher pressure or a lower temperature is needed to form hydrate. 
 
Hydrate stability zone  
 
No hydrate 
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Common types of thermodynamic inhibitors are alcohols and glycols [1]. Kinetic inhibitors 
prevent the hydrates form crystalizing and PVP (Polyvinylpyrrolidone) is an example of this 
type.    
4.4 Gas Hydrates in Nature 
Gas hydrates exist in nature, and is especially located in the seabed. Here methane is the most 
common type of guest molecule and it arises from either degradation of organic material 
located in the upper layers of the seabed (biogenic) or from old organic material buried deep 
down under the seabed which has been degraded for over millions of years (thermogenic).  
Natural gas hydrate reservoirs can be found in cold areas of the world, such as the arctic parts 
of Canada, Russia and Alaska [1]. As these hydrates contain methane, they could be used as 
an energy source [4]. These resources of methane can be produced by dissociating the hydrate 
structure in the reservoir. This can be done by depressurization, by increasing the temperature 
in the reservoir or by adding inhibitors like methanol. Another interesting method that could 
produce the methane is to inject CO2 into the hydrate reservoir and replace methane with CO2 
[5].  
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5 Molecular Dynamics 
A molecular dynamics simulation is a concept which can be used instead of physical 
experiments [6]. If an experiment is too difficult to carry out in reality due to for example 
high pressures or low temperatures, it is useful to use the concept of molecular dynamics. 
This way a vast amount of different systems can be observed.  
In molecular dynamics the force acting on each particle in the system is calculated and this 
information is used to study the physical movements in the system through time like position 
and velocity.   
There are a lot of concepts used in molecular dynamics simulations like boundary conditions, 
ensembles, phase space, algorithms to include the equations of motion and methods to keep 
specific variables constant. All of these are discussed in the following subchapters.  
Another important aspect is that a force field has to be generated. It is made up of two 
different interactions, bonded interactions and non-bonded interactions, as shown in equation 
(5.1) 
 𝑈𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 (5.1) 
 
These interactions are discussed later in chapters 5.6 and 5.7.  
5.1 Boundary Conditions 
In a box with atoms, the ones near the edges will experience a different pressure than those in 
the center of the box. If an atom is placed outside of the box, it will result in a slight change of 
the density, because the box now is left with one less atom than before. An example of a box 
like this is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Box of atoms. 
To account for these problems, the concept of periodic boundary conditions is used. A large 
number of identical copies are placed around the system, and all the boxes are identical on an 
atomic level. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2, where the original box has black atoms, and the 
copies have grey atoms. Each atom in the copied boxes will undergo the same change in 
movement as the corresponding atom in the original box. If an atom moves from one box to a 
neighbor box, the corresponding atom in all boxes will have the same movement, and the 
density is kept constant. This movement is shown by the black arrows in Figure 5.2. The 
atoms near the edges will now experience the same pressure because they are influenced by 
all the atoms in the copied boxes.  
 
Figure 5.2: A two-dimensional section of a system with periodic boundary conditions. The black box is the original, 
while the grey boxes are identical copies. 
5.2 The Ensemble 
An ensemble is a collection of microstates that all share some given thermodynamic 
properties. Particle properties may vary between each microstate, but all the microstates are 
equal on a macroscopic level. The classical thermodynamics do not usually consider particles. 
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This implies that the cells in the ensemble do not necessarily have to be equal on a 
microscopic level. On the other hand, equality on a macroscopic level is a requirement when 
dealing with ensembles. There are different types of ensembles: 
 Canonical ensemble 
 Microcanonical ensemble 
 Isothermal – isobaric ensemble 
 Grand canonical ensemble 
Canonical ensemble (NVT): In the canonical ensemble the number of particles, N, the 
volume, V, and the temperature, T is kept constant. This ensemble is shown in Figure 5.3.  
Microcanonical ensemble (NVE): N, V and the total energy, E, are the constant variables in 
the Microcanonical ensemble.  
Isothermal – isobaric ensemble (NPT): This ensemble has constant values for N, T, and the 
pressure, p.  
Grand canonical ensemble (VTµ): The grand canonical ensemble has constant values for V, 
T and the chemical potential, µ. What distinguishes this from the other ensembles is that the 
number of particles is a variable.  
 
Figure 5.3: A section of a canonical ensemble, where the number of particles N, volume V and temperature T is the 
variables to be kept constant. 
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The canonical ensemble is further considered. It has a total of N* microstates. The total 
energy in the ensemble is constant, but the energy is allowed to vary between the microstates. 
E
*
1 is the possible total energy that the N particles placed in microstates N
*
1 can have. The 
possible total energy E
*
 and the microstates N
*
 are related to each other by equation (5.2), 





















An important aspect with this equation is the denominator. It has its own symbol Q (N, V, T), 
and it is called the canonical partition function, shown in equation (5.3).  









The canonical partition function is used to calculate the thermodynamic internal energy, Uth, 
the Helmholtz energy, A, the entropy, S, and equations of state and pressure.  
5.2.1 The ergodicity theorem 
The ergodicity theorem states that if a system is said to be ergodic then the time average will 
be exactly the same as the ensemble average [8].   
5.3 Phase Space 
The phase space contains all the possible states of the system, and is a 6N-dimensional space 
with N particles in molecular dynamics. If a single particle is considered, its place in phase 
space is a function of three coordinates q, and three momentums p. For a general system with 
N particles, the 6N-dimensional phase space will be determined by the 3N coordinates q and 
the 3N momentums p, which together makes up the space. A point in phase space is usually 
denoted Γ. 
In the case of problems in particle dynamics, it is possible to treat this systematic with the 
help of the Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formulations of classical mechanics. When using 
Hamilton’s method, the total energy is written as the Hamiltonian ℋ, which is the sum of the 
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kinetic energy and the potential energy. If the potentials are time independent, the ℋ will be a 
constant. Generalized coordinates (q1, q2, q3, …, qn) and generalized momenta (p1, p2, p3, …, 
pn) are applied, and ℋ is written in terms of these q’s and p’s. Hamilton’s equations of motion 



















5.4 Leapfrog and Verlet Algorithm  
Equations of motion have to be numerically solved by integrating Newton’s second law, in 
molecular dynamics. Leapfrog and Verlet algorithms are both common methods to integrate 
Newton’s equation of motion: 





where FA is the force acting on a particle A, mA is the mass, aA is the acceleration and rA is the 
position vector. Because this is a second-order differential equation, it is appropriate to write 
it as two first-order differential equations: 









where vA is the velocity of particle A. Equation (5.7) and (5.8) is then integrated numerically 
in small time steps, Δt, by using Taylor expansion for either v(t) or rA(t).  
5.4.1 Verlet 
This method starts by considering the Taylor expansion for rA(t), as shown in equation (5.9).  
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(∆𝑡)3 + ⋯ 
 





















(∆𝑡)3 + ⋯ 
(5.9) 
 
By adding the two equations under the assumption that fourth-order and higher terms are 
negligible, the following equation, known as the Verlet equation, is obtained: 







Due to the fact that the third order terms are included but cancelled out, this method gives a 
high preciseness.  
The acceleration can be found from the force atom A experiences at time t. Equation (5.10) 
does not include the velocity term. By using the finite difference formula, it is possible to find 
the following expression for the velocity: 
 𝒗𝐴(𝑡) =




To calculate a new position at time t+Δt, the positions and accelerations at time t and the 
position at time t–Δt are needed when the Verlet algorithm is used. This information is stored 




Another variant of the Verlet algorithm exist, called the velocity Verlet. This version only 
requires storage of the information that corresponds to the same time step, to find the next 
time step. It also includes a term for all the required variables; position, velocity and 
acceleration. The position and velocity equation for the velocity Verlet is shown in equation 
(5.12) and (5.13) respectively.  
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) ∆𝑡 (5.13) 
 
5.4.2 Leapfrog 
In contrast to the Verlet algorithm, the Leapfrog algorithm considers the Taylor expansion for 





















































After subtracting and rearranging, the following equation is obtained: 
 𝒗𝐴 (𝑡 +
∆𝑡
2
) = 𝒗𝐴 (𝑡 −
∆𝑡
2
) + 𝒂𝐴(𝑡)∆𝑡 + ⋯ (5.15) 
 
As for the Verlet algorithm, the acceleration is obtained from the force, when using the 
Leapfrog algorithm.  
The Taylor expansion is used once more with the same procedure, but now for rA(t+(Δt/2)), 
and results in the following equation: 
 𝒓𝐴(𝑡 + ∆𝑡) = 𝒓𝐴(𝑡) + 𝒗𝐴 (𝑡 +
∆𝑡
2
) ∆𝑡 + ⋯ (5.16) 
 
Combined, equation (5.15) and (5.16) forms the Leapfrog algorithm. In molecular dynamics, 
the Leapfrog algorithm is said to be one of the most stable and accurate integration method 
[7], due to the use of half time steps. 
5.5 Control of system variables 
Depending on the type of ensemble being used, it is necessary to include a thermostat if the 
temperature (T) is to be kept constant. Likewise, if the pressure (P) is a constant variable, a 
barostat has to be used.  
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5.5.1 Thermostat 
For molecular dynamic simulations with constant temperature, such as the canonical 
ensemble (NVT), it is common to use a method to maintain a constant temperature. Amongst 
several molecular dynamic schemes for temperature control that exist, the Anderson 
thermostat [9] and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [10] are the most widely used for the 
canonical ensemble [6].  
Simple velocity scaling is one of the simplest methods to obtain constant temperature [7]. 









Here, m is the particle mass, v is the particle velocity, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is 
the temperature. If the particle velocity increases or decreases, the average kinetic energy will 
increase or decrease respectively. This relation can be used to keep the temperature constant 
by scaling the particle velocity to fit the desired temperature. The velocities are scaled either 
at specific time steps, for example every 500 time step, or when the temperature reaches a 
given deviation from the intended temperature. Though this is a simple method to use, it has 
some negative aspects; it is discontinuous, it is not ergodic and is considered as unphysical.  
Another method for keeping the temperature constant is the Nosé-Hoover thermostat [10]. 
Nosé first suggested a set of equations [11], and then Hoover improved and simplified these 
equations which then became the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. This version does not contain 
fluctuating time intervals, and is therefore formulated by real variables instead of virtual 
variables. 









qi is the position of particle i, t is the time, pi is the momentum of particle i and mi is the mass 







− 𝜉𝐩𝑖 (5.19) 
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U(q) is the potential energy at position q, ξ is a called the thermodynamic friction coefficient 




s /Q; where s is a time scaling coordinate that Nosé added to the 













Here, g = 3N because real-variable formulation is used, where N is the number of particles. 
The velocity distribution and the diffusion coefficient are independent of the choice of Q, but 
this does not apply to the kinetic temperature [6]. If Q is too low it results in rapid 
temperature fluctuations and if Q is too high the temperature deviation will get a slow 
corrective response.  









+ 𝑔𝑇𝑘𝑏ln (𝑠) (5.21) 
 
Equation (5.21) is the Hamiltonian used in the Nosé-Hoover Thermostat. The Nosé-Hoover 
equations of motion cannot be derived from a Hamiltonian [6], so equation (5.21) is not really 
a true Hamiltonian equation.  
5.5.2 Barostat 
Equivalent to a situation where a thermostat is used to maintain a constant temperature, a 
barostat has to be used in the isothermal – isobaric ensemble (NPT) to achieve a constant 
pressure in the system. To maintain a constant pressure, the system volume is regulated to 
match the desired pressure. For homogeneous systems, it is enough to change the volume of 
the simulation box. However, if the system is inhomogeneous, there can be a need to change 
the shape of the simulation box as well [6].  
5.6 Bonded interactions 
Bonded interactions are the forces that keep the atoms together within a molecule, called 
intramolecular forces. The bonded term consist of a bond stretching interaction, an angle 
bending interaction and a dihedral angle interaction: 
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 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑈𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑈𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠  (5.22) 
5.6.1 Bond stretching  
Molecules are often described by the ball and spring model, where atoms and bonds are 
treated as balls held together by springs. In a molecule the length of the bonds will vary 
because of vibrations, and it can be necessary to consider the bond stretching. Hooke’s law 
can be used to describe this bond stretching, because it satisfies the ball and spring model [7]. 
Each bond stretch between two atoms in a molecule will contribute to the total interaction U, 
with  






where kbond is the force constant, r is the instantaneous bond length and re is the equilibrium 
bond length, as shown in Figure 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.4: The ball and spring model. Two atoms are held together, where re is the equilibrium bond length and  kbond 
is the force constant. 
 
The total interaction can also be expressed by the Morse potential: 





or by using the simple harmonic expression with an extra term added 
 𝑈𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑘1(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑒)
2 + 𝑘2(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑒)
2 (5.25) 
5.6.2 Angle bending 
When three atoms are connected, the angle bending vibration has to be considered. The 
contribution to the total interaction U, is usually written as a harmonic potential[7]: 
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where kangle is the force constant, θ is the instantaneous angle and θe is the equilibrium angle, 
as shown in Figure 5.5.  
 
Figure 5.5: Harmonic angle bending. Three atoms makes up an angle, where kangle is the force constant and θe is the 
equilibrium angle.  
 
5.6.3 Dihedral angles 
A dihedral angle can be defined as the angle between the two planes ABC-BCD, when four 
atoms ABCD are connected by three bonds in a sequence. Dihedrals have full rotation about 
the B-C bond. The dihedral contributes to the total interaction U, by equation (5.27) which is 




(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) +
𝑉2
2
(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜃) +
𝑉3
2
(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠3𝜃) (5.27) 
 
V1, V2 and V3 are force constants and θ is the dihedral angle. This angle is illustrated in 
Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Dihedral angle. 
5.7 Non-bonded interactions 
If two molecules, atoms or a combination of both gets close enough to influence each other, it 
is necessary to consider the repulsion and attraction forces. These interactions are non-
bonded, and can be both intermolecular and intramolecular. The non-bonded term consist of 
electrostatic interactions and van der Waals interactions: 
 𝑈𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑈𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝑈𝑣𝑎𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑠 (5.28) 
 
Electrostatic interactions are long-range forces, while the van der Waals interactions are short-
range forces.  
5.7.1 Electrostatic interactions 
There are two types of electrical charges in nature, positive charges and negative charges. 
Between these electrical charges there is an electrostatic force. Two positive charges will 
always have repulsive force acting between them, and the same applies for two negative 
charges. On the other hand, one negative and one positive charge will always attract each 
other. The fundamental building blocks in atoms and molecules are protons, electrons and 
neutrons. Protons are positively charged, while the electrons are negatively charged. Neutrons 
do not have any charge, and are neutral. The electron charge is equal and opposite of the 
proton charge. Usually atoms and molecules contain the same amount of electrons and 
protons, and as a result they have a net charge of zero. In reality electrons and protons have a 
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finite size, but in a study of charges, they are normally at rest, and the force between two 
point charges is considered [7].  
Point charges are a mathematical abstraction, and their dimension is small compared to the 
distance between them. In Figure 5.7, two point charges, qA and qB, and their position vector, 
RA and RB, is shown. The vector RAB = RB – RA points from qA to qB and joins them together.  
 
Figure 5.7: Point charges. 
 






3 𝐑AB (5.29) 
 









, qA and qB is the point charges and RAB is the vector between qA 
and qB.  
If a third point charge, qC, with position vector RC is added as shown in Figure 5.8, the total 
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Figure 5.8: A third point charge is added. 
 
Forces that add as in equation (5.30) are described by pair wise additivity, and this is valid for 
point charges.  
Since the electrostatic forces are vectors, it is more usual to consider the mutual potential 
energy, U, rather than the force F, because U is a scalar quantity. F is related to U by the 
following equation: 
 𝐅 = −∇𝑈 (5.31) 
 
The same applies for the electrostatic field E, which is related to the electrostatic potential ϕ 
scalar field as follows: 
 𝐄 = −∇𝜙 (5.32) 
 
Electrostatic potential as a function of the field point r due to a point charge Q at the 








The electrostatic potential from a small dipole pe, on a field point r, falls off as 1/r
2
 and has 
the equation: 










If two atoms are considered and they can be treated as point charges, the mutual potential 
energy is calculated by using Coulomb’s law, equation (5.29).  
 
5.7.2 Van der Waals interactions 
Van der Waals interactions are mainly made up of Keesom forces, Debye forces and London 
dispersion forces as shown in equation (5.35).  
 Uvan der Waal = UKeesom + UDebye + ULondon  (5.35) 
 
These forces are weak and only acts on a short range.  
The Keesom force acts between two polar molecules because of the electrostatic interaction 
between them. It is mostly made up of the interaction between two permanent dipoles. Other 
combinations of polar molecules contribute to the Keesom force as well. These are permanent 
quadrupole interactions and permanent multipole interactions. Sometimes, the Keesom 
interaction is just called dipole-dipole interaction. 
Debye forces come from the interaction between a permanent dipole and an induced dipole. 
When a molecule with a permanent dipole is in presence of a nonpolar molecule, it can repel 
its electrons and thus make it into an induced dipole. 
The last contributing force is the London dispersion force. It occurs between two nonpolar 
molecules or atoms. The electron cloud on the molecules/atoms has the ability to induce each 
other slightly, because of the movement of electrons in the cloud. The electrons are not evenly 
distributed around the nucleus at all times. If most of the electrons are on one side of the 
nucleus, the atom/molecule becomes a temporary dipole. This gives rise to polarization of the 
neighbor atoms, and makes them temporary dipoles as well. 
All of the contributions discussed above are attractive forces. The total short-range interaction 
between two atoms is Ushort-range = Urepulsion + Uattraction, so a repulsive term is added. Together 
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the Keesom force, Debye force and the London dispersion force make the attractive 
contribution, and it is given by: 





Repulsion between two atoms is caused by their electron clouds. The nuclei, which are 
positively charged, will get less well shielded when the clouds overlap, and this results in 
repulsion, which can be written as: 
 U𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐴𝑒
(−𝐵𝑟) (5.37) 
  
Both A and B have to be determined from experiments or approximated from quantum 
mechanical calculations, and are specific to the particular pair of atoms. The total short-range 
interaction can be expressed as: 





This is the equation for the Buckingham potential.  
Another way to express these forces is through the Lennard-Jones potential. This potential is 
also composed by a repulsive and an attractive term. The repulsive term is set to be 
proportional to 1/r
12



















The value for C has to be determined by experiments. Usually the Lennard-Jones potential is 
written in terms of the collision diameter, σ, and the well depth, ɛ, where the repulsive term 
falls off as 1/12 and the attractive term falls off as 1/6. The most common form of this 
potential is the Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential, but other versions with different exponents 
exists. One of them is the Lennard-Jones 12-8 potential, and is shown in equation (5.40).  
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For two similar atoms, the general form of their mutual potential energy is shown in Figure 
5.9. U(r) is called pair potential, and r is the distance between the two atoms. The distance 
that equals U(r)=0  is called the collision diameter σ, and the value of U(r) at the minimum r is 
referred to as the well depth, ɛ, and is defined as a positive quantity.  
 
 
Figure 5.9: General form of the interaction between two similar atoms. U is the potential energy, r is the distance 
between two substances, σ is the collision diameter and ɛ is the well depth.  
 
The Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential has two parameters that have to be determined, but the 
Buckingham potential has tree parameters, and allows for a bit more flexibility. More recent 
research presents potentials with many more parameters that have to be determined and the 
more parameters the better the result [7], but it adds a computational expense. 
5.7.3 Combination Rules 
Values for the collision diameter σ and the well depth ɛ are needed when the Lennard-Jones 
potential is to be calculated. For pure substances, these values are usually available in 
literature, but that is not the case for interaction between two different substances. To find the 
total interaction when dealing with a pair of different atoms or molecules, i and j, combination 
rules have to be used. The Lorentz-Berthelot combination rule [12] is the most well-known 
rule and states that: 
 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = √𝜀𝑖𝑖𝜀𝑗𝑗 (5.41) 
and 







The well depth is calculated by using a geometric mean as shown in equation (5.41) (the 
Berthelot rule). Equation (5.42) shows that the value for the collision diameter is calculated 
by the use of arithmetic mean (the Lorentz rule).  
Another common rule is the geometric mixing rule. For this rule, both the collision diameter 
and the well depth are calculated by using a geometric mean as shown in equation (5.43) and 
(5.44). 
 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = √𝜀𝑖𝑖𝜀𝑗𝑗 (5.43) 
 
 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = √𝜎𝑖𝑖𝜎𝑗𝑗  (5.44) 
 
It is also possible to find the total interaction between two diatomic molecules with the atoms 
A, B and C, D, called a site-site potential. The L-J potential is calculated for the interactions 
(A-C), (A-D), (B-C) and (B-D). These interactions are summed together to find the total 
interaction: 
 UL−J = UL−J(𝐴 − 𝐶) + UL−J(𝐴 − 𝐷) + UL−J(𝐵 − 𝐶) + UL−J(𝐵 − 𝐷) (5.45) 
 
5.8 Cut-Offs  
When dealing with a molecular dynamics system, all interactions contributing to the total 
molecular potential energy U, have to be calculated. The number of interactions can be 
enormous, depending on the size of the system. A large computational effort is required, and 
it demands a lot of computational time. The use of cut-offs is a tricks that saves both 
computational time and money.  
Consider a large molecule, where the number of non-bonded interactions exceeds the number 
of bonded interactions. At some limited distance it is favorable to cut the non-bonded forces 
off to zero. So, if two atoms are separated by a distance greater than the cut-off distance, the 
interaction between them is not taken into account. This type of cut-off reduces the computer 
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processing time significantly. Figure 5.10 shows a plot of a Lennard-Jones 12-6 interaction, 
with a cut-off at a distance r.  
 
Figure 5.10 A Lennard-Jones 12-6 interaction with cut-off at a distance r. 
Even though this seems like a good solution, the method offers a chance of mathematical 
difficulties due to the discontinuity [7], so care has to be taken when using the concept of cut-
offs. As long as the cut-off distance is reasonably large (8-12 Å) it is usually not a problem 
using it on the short-range van der Waals interactions [13]. On the other hand, if it is used on 
long-range electrostatic interactions, it could leave out an important interaction in the system. 
5.9 Ewald sums 
In a system with periodic boundary conditions, Ewald sums are used to compute the long 
range contribution to the total potential energy. It is assumed that each particle i in the system 
has a charge qi [6]. The particle is surrounded by a diffuse charge distribution, which in total 
has a charge that equals - qi. This charge will then cancel out the charge qi belonging to 
particle i. Because of this screening charge distribution, the interaction is made short-ranged. 
A compensating charge distribution qi is added to correct for the previously added screening 
charge cloud to all particles. So in total, there are three contributions to the electrostatic 
potential; the particle charge qi, the screening charge distribution - qi and the compensating 
charge distribution qi. It is also necessary to account for the Coulomb self-interaction, due to 
periodic boundary conditions and the fact that the charge sees itself in the other copied boxes. 
The reason for using the compensating charge distribution is that it is a smoothly varying 
function and it is periodic. A Fourier series can be used to represent this type of function.  
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The total electrostatic energy which contributes to the total potential energy has three 
contributions; the long-range Fourier (reciprocal) contribution, UFourier, a correction for self-
interaction, Uself, and then the short-range real-space contribution from the screened charges, 
Ushort-range as shown in equation (5.46).   
 𝑈𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 = 𝑈𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 − 𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝑈𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡−𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 (5.46) 
 
Below, the equations for UFourier, Uself and Ushort-range are shown in equation (5.47), (5.49) and 













V is the volume, k = (2π/L)l where l = (lx, ly, lz) are the lattice vectors inside the Fourier 
space,  ρ(k) is the charge distribution and is shown in equation (5.48)  and α is a parameter 
included in the expression for the width of a Gaussian which is used to calculate the 
compensating charge distribution [6].  






Here, N is the number of particles, qi is the charge of particle i and ri is the position to particle 
i. 






















Here erfc is an error function which has to be included in the short-range real-space 
contribution term.  
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6 Analysis theory 
When a molecular dynamics simulation is complete, further analyses of the systems are often 
done. In this thesis the number density of the components are measured, the orientation of the 
water molecules are found and radial distribution functions (RDF) are made. In this chapter 
the general theory of these analyses methods are presented. The scripts used to do these 
analyses can be found in appendix 1.  
6.1 Density 






Where ρ is density, m is mass and V is volume. It can also be measured in terms of number 
density, which is what is done in this work. Number density is defined as the number of atoms 






Here n is number density, N is number of particles and V is volume. The number density is 
found in each frame by dividing the length in z-direction on the resolution 0.5 and this result 
in a number of bins. The total amount of molecules per bin is counted and then divided on the 
volume of the bin. When this is done for all the frames an average value per bin is calculated, 
and the average value for each bin can be used to plot the result. The script for this analysis 
was written on the Tcl language and was run in VMD[14]. The results were written to a file 
that could be used for plotting the results afterwards. 
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6.2 Orientation order  
Near a mineral surface the water molecules tends to be structured and get a specific 
orientation towards the surface. In a large volume of water without any extern influences the 
molecules get a random orientation. Equation (6.3) [15] can be used to calculate the structure 
parameter S(z) for the water molecules in the simulations.  











Here Nz is the number of molecules at a distance z + Δz from the surface and θ is the angle 
between the dipole moment in water and the surface normal. Figure 6.1 shows a how the 
value for the structure factor as a function of the z-axis is related to the orientation of a water 
molecule. If the structure factor is 1 then the dipole moment in the water molecule has an 
orientation of 0° or 180°. The corresponding value of cos(θ) can be used to determine if it is 
0° or 180° because cos(0°)=1 and cos(180°)=-1. A value of 0.25 for the structure parameter 
indicates that the water molecule has an orientation of 45°, 135°, 225° or 315°. If the 
orientation is 45° or 315° cos(θ)=0.7 and if it is 225° or 315° cos(θ)=-0.7. An orientation of 
90° or 270° corresponds to a structure factor of -0.5 and cos(θ)=0.  
 
Figure 6.1: The value of S(z) related to the orientation of the water molecule. 
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6.3 RDF – Radial Distribution Function 
In a system consisting of particles a radial distribution function can be used to show how the 
probability for finding these particles near a given particle varies as a function of distance 
from the given particle. The number of particles within a radius r from the given particle is 
measured and divided on the corresponding volume. The radius from the particle is then 
increased by dr, the total number of particles is divided on the volume and this is again 
repeated for increasing radiuses until the desired radius is reached. Figure 6.2 shows a picture 










Here N is the number of particles, gi(r) is the result for particle i and r is the radius.  
 
Figure 6.2: The number for particles (grey) within a radius from a given particle (black) is measured and divided on 
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7 Models 
In molecular dynamics a model for each of the chemical compounds is needed. The models 
are supposed to give all the information needed to make sure that the compound acts as it 
would do in a physical experiment. Parameters for interactions, charges, bond lengths, angles 
and dihedrals are examples of the information which could be necessary to know. This section 
contains a description of the different molecules and crystal structures used in this thesis; the 
hematite crystal, methane, water and PVP. It also contains information about the different 
mixing rules that are used.   
7.1 Hematite 
Hematite has the chemical formula Fe2O3, and is one of the most common types of rust, iron 
oxide. It is made when iron comes in contact with water. Water tends to be very hydrophilic 
towards the hematite surface. The mineral structure is found from Maslen et al. 1994 [16].  
The hematite model has the (001) surface, which is one of the most common faces in natural 
occurring hematite [17]. Though some crystal surfaces sometimes have to be hydroxylated, 
the (001) surface has no contiguous singly coordinated OH groups [17], so the hydroxylation 
is not done in this study. A picture of one unit cell of the hematite crystal is shown in Figure 
7.1. 
 
Figure 7.1: A unit cell of the hematite crystal. It contains 18 atoms of oxygen and 12 atoms of iron.  
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Lennard-Jones parameters for the hematite crystal are obtained from Kerisit, 2011 [18], while 
the values for the partial atomic charges are obtained from Olsen et al. 2014 [19].  
Table 7.1: Lennard-Jones parameters [18] and partial atomic charges [19] for oxygen and iron in the hematite crystal  
Lennard-Jones Parameters Partial Atomic Charge 
Atom ε [kJ/mol] σ [Å] Atom q [e] 
O 0.6502 3.1655 O -0.8733 
Fe 0.000037767 4.0722 Fe 1.31 
 
7.1.1 Pair-interactions Between Hematite and Water 
Interactions between hematite and water use special pair-interactions [18] to recreate the way 
they influence each other, instead of mixing rules like Lennard-Jones and geometric. These 
pair-interactions are shown in Table 7.2. This exception is made based on the modified TIP3P 
water model. The same pair-interaction was used for the TIP4P/2005 water model which has 
different values for the Lennard-Jones parameters. This implies that the two different water 
models get exactly the same interaction with the hematite crystal, which would not have 
happened if either the geometric or Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule was used for both of them.  
Hydrogen in water does not have Lennard-Jones parameters, so the interaction between the 
hematite crystal and hydrogen atoms in water does not have any short-range potential. They 
do however interact on a long range and they have a coulomb potential.  
Table 7.2: The special interactions between hematite and water [18].  
Atom type 1 Atom type 2 Type Parameters 
Fe in hematite O in water Lennard-Jones 12-8 ε=105.658, σ=0.9988 
Fe in hematite O in water Buckingham A=152358, B=3.7286, C=695.659 
O in hematite O in water Lennard-Jones 12-6 ε=0.6502, σ=4.0722 
Fe in hematite H in water Coulomb - 
O in hematite H in water Coulomb - 
 
For the interaction between iron in hematite and oxygen in water, both a Lennard-Jones 12-8 
interaction and a Buckingham interaction are used to describe the short-range interaction. 
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Lennard-Jones 12-8 is a special form of the Lennard-Jones potential, and a comparison 
between the more common Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential is shown in Figure 7.2. The black 
curve corresponds to the 12-8 interaction while the gray corresponds to the 12-6 interaction. 
The Lennard-Jones 12-6 interaction gets a smaller well-depth and a steeper curve than the 
Lennard-Jones 12-6 interaction.  
 
Figure 7.2: A plot of the Lennard-Jones 12-8 interaction (black) and the Lennard-Jones 12-6 interaction for iron in 
hematite and oxygen in water. 
 
Figure 7.3 shows a plot of the different interactions contributing to the interaction between 
iron in hematite and oxygen in water. The green line is the Buckingham interaction, the red 
line is the Lennard-Jones 12-8 interaction, the blue line is the Coulomb interaction and the 
black line is the sum of the mentioned interactions. The Buckingham- and the Coulomb 
interaction have a large contribution to the total, while the Lennard-Jones 12-8 has a minor 
contribution to the total interaction. 
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Figure 7.3: A plot of the Buckingham interaction (green), Lennard-Jones 12-8 interaction (red), Coulomb interaction 
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7.2 Methane 
Methane is the simplest type of hydrocarbons. It consists of one carbon atom and four 
hydrogens atoms and has the chemical formula CH4. At room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure methane is a gas. Methane is the main component in natural gas and is flammable. It 
is also one of the greenhouse gases.   
A one site model is used for methane in this thesis. In this model the molecule is treated as a 
single atom with one Lennard-Jones center. The hydrogen atoms are incorporated in the 
carbon atom and they are not treated. This model is used to reduce the computational time. 
Lennard-Jones parameter and charge are obtained from Jorgensen et al. 1984 [20], and are 
shown in Table 7.3. 
 
Figure 7.4: The one-site methane molecule. 
 
Table 7.3: Lennard-Jones parameters and charge distributions for the one site methane model [20].  
Lennard-Jones Parameters Charge Distribution 
Atom ε [kJ/mol] σ [Å] Atom q [e] 
Cm 1.2301 3.73 Cm 0.0 
 
7.3 Water 
Water consists of two hydrogen atoms and one atom of oxygen, has the chemical formula 
H2O and is a polar compound. It is one of the most common and used chemical compounds 
on earth [21]. An interesting property of water is the temperature density maximum; the 
maximum density for water is at 4°C and it gets less dense when the temperature drops, so the 
solid state has a lower density than the liquid state, ice. Several models are proposed to 
recreate its properties in MD simulations. In this thesis the water models used are the 
modified TIP3P model [22] and the TIP4P/2005 model [23].  
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7.3.1 Modified TIP3P 
The modified TIP3P model [22] is the first water model considered in this study. A picture of 
the molecule is shown in Figure 7.5. TIP3P is a three point model, where the point charges are 
centered on each of the three atoms in the water molecule. The original TIP3P model uses 
relatively short non-bonded truncation schemes for molecular dynamics simulation. To 
improve this model in order to use Ewald summation, the charges and Lennard-Jones 
parameters are modified. It is assumed that the hydrogen atoms in this model are in absence 
of Lennard-Jones parameters. This assumption makes this modified version of TIP3P only 
require a limited number of Lennard-Jones calculations, because it becomes independent of 
combination rules which are used when non-bonded heteroatomic interaction energies are 
calculated. At 1 atmosphere and 25°C this model gives a correct value of density, but when it 
comes to the characteristic temperature density maximum it is not able to reproduce this.  
The water molecule is chosen to be flexible where bonds and angles are allowed to vibrate, so 
parameters for bonds and angles are included. Values for Lennard-Jones parameters and 
charge distribution are obtained from Price et al. 2004 [22] and are shown in Table 7.4, while 
the values for bond and angle parameters are obtained from Field et al. 1990 [24] and are 
shown in Table 7.5.  
 
Figure 7.5 A TIP3P water molecule. The white atoms are hydrogen, while the red atom is oxygen. 
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Table 7.4: Lennard-Jones parameters and charge distribution for the modified TIP3P model [22]. The parameters 
correspond to model B in the reference. 
Lennard-Jones 12-6 Parameters Charge Distribution 
Atom ε [kJ mol
-1
] σ [Å] Atom q [e] 
Ow 0.4268 3.188 Ow -0.83 
Hw 0 0 Hw 0.415 
 
Table 7.5: Bond and angle parameters for the TIP3P model [24]. 
Bond Parameters Angle Parameters 
Bond Kr [kJ mol
-1
] r [Å] Angle Kθ [kJ mol
-1
] θ [°] 
Ow–Hw 1882.8 0.9572 Hw–Ow–Hw 230.12 104.52 
 
7.3.2 TIP4P/2005 
TIP4P/2005 [23] is the second water model considered. Figure 7.6 shows a picture of the 
TIP4P/2005 molecule. It is a rigid four-point model with three point charges and one 
Lennard-Jones center. Two of the three point charges are localized on each of the hydrogen 
atoms, the third point charge is localized in a massless atom beneath the oxygen atom. The 
Lennard-Jones center is localized in the oxygen atom. As for the TIP3P model, the hydrogen 
atoms do not have Lennard-Jones parameters.  
The temperature of the maximum density and the stability of different ice polymers are the 
main target quantities the parametrization has been made to fit. At 1 bar the model provides a 
good prediction for the density and shows the maximum density at 4°C (295 K). 
Values for Lennard-Jones parameters and charge distribution are obtained from Abascal and 
Vega, 2005 [23], and are shown in Table 7.6.  
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Figure 7.6 A TIP4P/2005 water molecule. The white atoms are hydrogen, the red are oxygen and the pink particle 
partly inside the oxygen atom is the massless point charge. 
 
Table 7.6 Lennard Jones parameters and charge distribution for the TIP4P/2005 model [23].  
Lennard-Jones 12-6 Parameters Charge Distribution 
Atom ε [kJ mol
-1
] σ [Å] Atom q [e] 
Ow 0.7749 3.1589 pc -1.1128 
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7.4 PVP 
Polyvinylpyrrolidone, usually referred to as PVP, is a common kinetic inhibitor used to 
prevent hydrate formation. The polymer consists of a carbon backbone with five-member 
lactam rings attached to it [25]. In this study, the polymer chain includes five sequences of the 
ring structure. In reality the PVP has a significantly larger number of sequences when used as 
an inhibitor in the petroleum industry. Because of the small simulation system, it is not 
possible to use the original size and that is why it is reduced to five sequences. The PVP 
polymer is shown in Figure 7.7.   
 
Figure 7.7: A PVP polymer with five sequences. 
 
Avogadro [26, 27] was used to build the PVP polymer. The values for atom, bond, angle and 
dihedral parameters are obtained from the OPLS All-Atom Force Field [28-36]. Lennard – 
Jones parameters and charges are listed in Table 7.7, bond parameters are listed in Table 7.8, 
angle parameters are listed in Table 7.9 and the dihedral parameters are listed in Table 7.10. 
Figure 7.8 shows a single PVP monomer. The carbon atoms are numbered to distinguish the 
different carbon-types in the PVP to relate them to the different carbon OPLS-parameters. C1 
are the carbon atom attached to both ends of the polymer and it is connected to three 
hydrogen atoms. C2 are the backbone carbon connected to the lactam ring and it is connected 
to one hydrogen atom. C3, C4, C5 and C7 are carbons in a chain and they are connected to 
two hydrogen atoms. C6 is the carbon in the lactam ring which has a double bond to the 
oxygen atom. O is oxygen, N is nitrogen and H is hydrogen.  
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Figure 7.8: A PVP monomer. Grey atoms are carbon (C), white atoms are hydrogen (H), blue is nitrogen (N) and red 
is oxygen (O).  Carbon atoms are numbered to distinguish the different types of carbons in the PVP from each other 
when OPLS parameters are found.  
 
Table 7.7: Lennard-Jones parameters and charges for the PVP polymer [28-36].  
OPLS-type 
Description 
(See Figure 7.8) 
Lennard – Jones parameters Charge 
ε [kJ/mol] σ [Å] q [e] 
C C6 0.439 3.750 0.600 
O O 0.879 2.960 -0.600 
NM N 0.711 3.250 -0.360 
CT C3, C4, C5, C7 0.276 3.500 -0.120 
CT C2 0.276 3.500 0.120 
CT C1 0.276 3.500 -0.180 
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Table 7.8: Bond parameters for the PVP polymer [28-36].  
 Bond Parameters  
Bond r [Å] Kr [kJ mol
-1
] 
C – O 1.229 2384.880 
C – NM 1.335 2050.160 
C – CT 1.522 1326.328 
CT – NM 1.449 1410.008 
CT – CT 1.529 1121.312 
CT – HC 1.090 1422.560 
 
Table 7.9: Angle parameters for the PVP polymer [28-36].  
 Angle Parameters  
Angle Type θ [°] Kθ [kJ mol
-1
] 
CT – CT – CT 112.7 244.14 
HC – CT – HC 107.8 138.07 
CT – CT – HC 110.7 156.90 
CT – CT – NM 109.7 334.72 
HC – CT – NM 109.5 146.44 
NM – C – O 122.9 334.72 
CT – C – NM 116.6 292.88 
CT – C – O   120.4 334.72 
C – CT – HC 109.5 146.44 
C – CT – CT 111.1 263.59 
C – NM – CT 121.9 209.20 
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Table 7.10: Dihedral parameters for the PVP polymer [28-36].  
Dihedral Parameters 
Dihedral Type V1 [kJ mol
-1
] V2 [kJ mol
-1
] V3 [kJ mol
-1
] 
HC – CT – CT – HC 0 0 1.2552 
NM – CT – CT – HC 0 0 1.9414 
C – NM – CT – HC 0 0 -0.5816 
C – NM – CT – CT -5.8090 -1.7866 0 
NM – CT – CT – CT 8.2174 0 2.7573 
CT – CT – CT – CT 5.4392 -0.2092 0.8368 
CT – NM – CT – HC 0 0 0 
CT – NM – CT – CT 19.8866 -3.0710 0 
HC – CT – CT – CT 0 0 1.2552 
CT – C – NM – CT 0 20.5016 0 
HC – CT – C – O 0 0 0 
CT – NM – C – O 0 20.5016 0 
CT – CT – C – O 0 0 0 
C – CT – CT – HC 0 0 0.3096 
CT – CT – C – NM 0 4.6024 0 
HC – CT – C – NM 0 0 0 
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7.5 Mixing Rules 
The mixing rules used for the different compounds used are listed in Table 7.11. Most of the 
interactions use the geometric mixing rule, but there are some exceptions. Hematite self-
interaction uses the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rule. The interaction between hematite and 
water uses special pair-interactions which remains the same regardless of which water model 
used. These pair-interactions are discussed in more detail in chapter Error! Reference source 
not found..   
Table 7.11: Mixing rules for the different components.  
Type 1 Type 2 Mixing rule 
Hematite Hematite Lorentz-Berthelot 
Hematite Methane Geometric 
Hematite Water Pair-interaction  
Hematite PVP Geometric 
Methane Methane Geometric 
Methane Water Geometric 
Methane PVP Geometric 
Water Water Geometric 
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8 Simulation setup details 
Three different systems are investigated in this thesis called system 1, system 2 and system 3. 
A total of six simulations are carried out because each system is run twice, once with a NVT 
ensemble and once with a NPT ensemble. In all of the simulation systems the temperature (T) 
is set to 278.15 K (5°C) and the pressure (P) is set to 78 bar because this corresponds to 
typical temperatures and pressure on the seabed[37]. One time step is 1 fs and the systems are 
run for a total of 15.005 ns (15.005 x 10
6
 fs), where the warm-up time is 0.005 ns of the total 
run time and one time step in the warm-up is 0.1 fs. The dump frequency is set to be 500, so 
the information is saved to a dcd-file every 500 time step. This implies that each system will 
have a total of 30100 frames. Another variable which applies for all of the system is the cut-
off distance and it is set to be 12 Å. Both systems have the initial size 60.4269 x 52.3305 x 
184 Å but the NPT system is allowed to regulate the z-length in order to regulate the pressure. 
All of the common parameters for all of the systems are shown in Table 8.1. 
Table 8.1: Simulation variables all of the systems have in common. 
Variable Value 
Temperature (T) 278.15 K 
Pressure (P) 80 bar 
Warm-up time step 0.1 fs 
Warm-up steps 50 x 10
3
 
Main run time step 1 fs 
Main run steps 15.0 x 10
6 
Dump frequency 500 
Cut off distance 12.0 Å 
System size (x, y, z) 60.4269 x 52.3305 x 184 Å 
 
What separates the different systems from each other is which type of components they 
consist of, and what type of ensemble being used, NVT or NPT. Specifications for each 
constituent and each system assembly are discussed later in this chapter. 
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8.1 Constituents 
Three different constituents contribute to the system assemblies. These constituents are 
presented in this chapter. 
8.1.1 Hematite Crystal 
The hematite crystal consists of 5184 atoms of oxygen and 3456 atoms of iron. Figure 8.1 a) 
shows a picture of the thickness of the hematite crystal where the left and right surfaces are 
the interacting surface in the system. In Figure 8.1 one of the equal interaction surfaces of the 
hematite crystal is shown. The size of the hematite crystal is 60.4260 Å x 52.3305 Å x 27.5 Å.  
 
Figure 8.1: a) The hematite crystal seen from the side, where each of the sides is interaction surfaces and the middle is 
the bulk. b) One of the interaction surfaces on the hematite surface. 
 
8.1.2 Methane box 
The methane section was chosen to have three layers of methane, so the length of the box in 
z-direction was set to be 13 Å and 60 x 52 x 13 Å is the total box size. To find out how many 
methane molecules that would fill this space under the temperature and pressure in this 
system, a density versus pressure plot for the given temperature from NIST [38] was used. 
From this it was found that the density for methane under the given conditions is 66.632 
kg/m
3
. This density was used to calculate that 103 molecules of methane would occupy the 
available space. The box was made by making an input file with information about box size, 
type of molecules and number of molecules and then Packmol [39] used the input file to pack 
the molecules inside the box. 
a) b) 
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8.1.3 Water box 
Water fills the rest of the system and has a box size of 60 x 52 x 141 Å. To find the density of 
water and the number of water molecules that would occupy the available space at these 
conditions a density versus pressure plot for the given temperature from NIST [38] was used. 
It was found that water density under these conditions is 1003.8 kg/m
3
. The number of water 
molecules was calculated to be 14962. As for the methane box an input file was made 
containing information about the box size, the type of molecules and the number of 
molecules. For systems containing PVP molecules, the PVP molecules are added in the input 
file for water.  
8.2 System Assemblies 
Each of the components recently discussed are combined together to form the simulation 
systems. An input file containing information about the types of components and where they 
were placed relative to each other was made, and Packmol [39] was used to pack the system. 
The different systems are presented in this chapter. 
8.2.1 System 1 – Hematite, Water (TIP3P) and Methane 
System 1 consists of a hematite crystal, a box containing 103 molecules of methane and a box 
containing 14 962 molecules of water from the TIP3P model.  
 
Figure 8.2: A picture of the initial system 1. From the left side; the hematite crystal, the methane box and the water 
(TIP3P) box.  
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8.2.2 System 2 – Hematite, Water (TIP3P), Methane and PVP 
System 2 is composed by the hematite crystal, a box containing 103 molecules of methane 
and a box containing 14 962 molecules of water from the TIP3P model and 5 PVP molecules.  
 
Figure 8.3: A picture of the initial system 2. From the left side; the hematite crystal, the methane box and the water 
(TIP3P) box containing 5 PVP molecules. 
 
8.2.3 System 3 – Hematite, Water (TIP4P), Methane and PVP 
System 3 is composed by the hematite crystal, a box containing 103 methane molecules and a 
box containing 14 962 TIP4P water molecules and 5 PVP-molecules.  
 
Figure 8.4 A picture of the initial system 3. From the left side; the hematite box, the methane box and the water 
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9 Results and Discussion 
In this chapter the results are presented and discussed. Some results are based on visual 
observations while some are obtained by further analysis methods of the simulations. 
9.1 Visual observations of each system 
Each system is viewed in VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) [14] and the visual 
observations are described in the following section.  
9.1.1 System 1 – NVT 
System 1 consists of a hematite crystal, methane molecules and water molecules from the 
TIP3P model. Figure 9.1 (a) shows a picture of the initial system before simulation start, 
where the hematite crystal is on the left side, the water box is on the right side and the 
methane box is in the middle. Quickly after start water moves towards the hematite surface 
and makes a bridge through the methane because the water is strongly attracted by the 
hematite crystal. This bridge is shown in Figure 9.1 (b). After a short time, the whole hematite 
surface is covered by water, and the bridge vanishes. Water is structured by the hematite 
surface and two different density layers near the surface can be observed. The methane 
molecules are gathered together in a sphere without any water molecules inside, which are 
shown in Figure 9.1 (c). Only a limited amount of the methane molecules are dissolved into 
the water phase, and for a limited time, before they are moving back to the sphere. Some of 
them are dissolved in the water bulk, while some appears to lie in the first low-density layer 
of water near the hematite surface.  
Water interacts with the hematite crystal on both sides of the crystal. The right side of the 
system where no methane is present can be used as a reference to see how water interacts with 
hematite without being disturbed by the methane molecules.  
The density of water was measured by selecting a sequence of the water phase in VMD[14] 
where the number of water molecules is given and used to calculate the mass density which 
became ~1037 kg/m
3
.  This deviates from the desired density of water of 1003.8 kg/m
3
 and 
the density in the simulation system is ~33 kg/m
3
 higher than the desired density.  
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Figure 9.1: a) System 1-NVT before simulation start. b) Water is attracted to the hematite surface and starts moving 
towards it through a bridge. c) The methane molecules are gathered together in a sphere and water has fully covered 
the hematite surface. Some methane molecules are dissolved into the water bulk. This picture is from frame 7013, 3.5 
ns after simulation start. 
 
 
9.1.2 System 1 – NPT 
System 1 – NPT has the same contents as System 1 – NVT; a hematite crystal, a methane 
section and a water section with TIP3P water molecules. The only difference between these 
two systems is that this simulation is run with a NPT ensemble rather than NVT. Therefore 
the picture of the initial system before simulation start is equal to the same picture in the 
previous section and is shown in Figure 9.1 (a). 
When the simulation is started a large vibration in the z-direction can be observed. This is due 
to the fact that in a NPT simulation the volume is regulated to obtain the given pressure. At 
frame 160, 0.08 ns after start, the system has stabilized and the total length of the system is 
164.5 Å and is shorter than in the NVT simulation where the length was 184 Å. Figure 9.2 (a) 
shows the system after stabilization, where water has been adsorbed on the surface. In this 
system the water molecules starts moving toward the surface quickly after start, but in 
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contrast to the NVT simulation it do not form a bridge, they move directly through the 
methane molecules and onto the surface. The methane molecules do not gather together into a 
sphere as in the NVT simulation. Here they make a sphere-like shape in the start, but they are 
surrounded by water molecules so they are not acting as a single phase. Figure 9.2 (b) shows a 
picture of this sphere. This shape disappears further into the simulation and the methane 
molecules seem to be more or less dissolved into the water phase. In Figure 9.2 (c) this can be 
observed. 
As in the NVT simulation water seems to be structured near the hematite surface. Hydrogen 
atoms lay closest to the surface and the oxygen atoms lies behind it. An area behind this has 
some free space until the next structured layer comes, a low density area, and after this the 
water seems like it stops being structured. This can be viewed in Figure 9.2 (c) where 
hydrogen atoms (a white line) lie closest to the surface and oxygen (a red line) lies next to the 
hydrogens. Occasionally some of the methane molecules seem to be placed in the low density 
area in the structured layer. As in the NVT simulation the density was measured to ~1058 
kg/m
3
 in VMD[14] which is even higher and has a larger deviation of ~54 kg/m
3
 from desired 
density. 
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Figure 9.2: a) System 1 – NPT after 0.8 ns when the vibration in z-direction is done and the volume corresponding to 
the given pressure is obtained. b) The system after 1.8 ns where the methane molecules are gathered together in a 
sphere-like shape, but each molecule is surrounded by water molecules. This picture is rotated 90 degrees compared 
to the precious pictures, so the hematite crystal looks a bit different from that side. c) At 14.5 ns the methane 
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9.1.3 System 2 – NVT 
System 2 – NVT is composed of a hematite crystal, a section of methane and a section of 
water and 5 PVP molecules. The system before simulation start is shown in Figure 9.3 (a). 
Three of the PVP molecules are placed near the surface with the methane layer, while the two 
other are placed in water bulk and closer to the other side of the hematite surface. A short time 
after simulation start water moves towards the surface and forms a bridge through the 
methane layer. The situation after 0.7 ns is shown in Figure 9.3 (b).  
The structured water near the hematite surface can be observed is this system as well. As in 
system 1 – NVT the bridge vanishes and the methane molecules gather together in a sphere. A 
few methane molecules are dissolved in the water at certain times, some placed in the water 
bulk and some appears to be placed in the low-density zone in the structured water close to 
the hematite surface. Figure 9.3 (c) shows a picture of the methane sphere where two of the 
methane molecules that seem to be placed in the low-density zone at that time and some are 
dissolved in the water phase. It can also be observed that one of the PVP molecules interacts 
with the methane phase. The carbon backbone is placed towards the methane phase while the 
lactam rings are placed in the water phase. After 14 ns two PVP molecules are placed in the 
interface between methane and water, where one of them lies close to the hematite surface, 
which is shown in Figure 9.3 (d). The measured density in this system was ~1044 kg/m
3
.  
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Figure 9.3: a) System 2 – NVT before simulation start. b) The system after 0.7 ns where water forms a bridge of water 
that goes towards the surface and gets adsorbed on it. c) a methane sphere is formed, some methane molecules seem to 
lie in the low-density layer and some in the water bulk. One of the PVP molecules interacts with the methane sphere. 
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9.1.4 System 2 – NPT 
System 2 – NPT is composed by the same components as system 2 – NVP, but in this 
simulation the NPT ensemble is used. The system before simulation start is equal to the NVT 
version and is shown in Figure 9.3 (a). Because of the NPT ensemble the volume is regulated 
until the desired temperature is obtained. 1.2 ns after simulation start the vibration in z-
direction has stabilized and a shorter system length of 166.2 Å is obtained. This could again 
imply that the density of water is too low in the NVT simulation. Figure 9.4 (a) shows the 
system at this point and water has moved through the methane molecules and covers the 
hematite surface. Methane is more or less dissolved in the water phase together with the PVP 
molecules, but some molecules keep together and form a sphere-like shape. Throughout the 
simulation the methane molecules get a bit more spread out in the water and the PVP 
molecules move around. Figure 9.4 (b) shows this where the simulation has run for 12 ns. For 




Figure 9.4: a) 1.2 ns after simulation start. Water has moved through the methane molecules and covers the surface. 
b) System 2 – NPT after 12 ns. 
 
9.1.5 System 3 – NVT 
System 3 – NVT is composed by the hematite crystal, a section of methane and a section 
containing water and PVP. In this system another water model is used, the TIP4P/2005 
model. This is used because the water density in the previous simulations gets too high, and 
this model is supposed to better reproduce the correct density for water.  Figure 9.5 (a) shows 
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a picture of the system before simulation start. After start water moves towards the surface 
straight through the methane molecules and methane gets dissolved into the water phase. This 
is shown in Figure 9.5 (b). Methane keeps getting more and more dissolved through the 
simulation.  
In this simulation with TIP4P/2005 water molecules the water gets even more structured near 
the hematite surface than in the previous simulation systems. At least four layers of water can 
be observed in Figure 9.5 (c). When density is measured in this system it is ~914 kg/m
3 
which 
is quite unexpected because this model was supposed to provide a better density. By looking 
at the pictures of the system it can be observed that it seems like the water molecules get some 
sort of structuring and because ice has a density of 916.7 kg/m
3
 at 0° and atmospheric 
pressure [40, 41] which is lower than water and has more structure, it could indicate that some 
form of ice-structure is starting to form.  
 
Figure 9.5: a) System 3 – NVT before simulation start. b) After 0.5 ns water has covered the hematite surface and 
methane starts to dissolve into the water. c) Methane is dissolved in the water phase together with the PVP molecules. 
Structured water can be observed near the surfaces.  
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9.1.6 System 3 – NPT 
System 3 – NPT has the same components as the corresponding NVT system and the system 
before start is therefore equal to the NVT system before start and is shown in Figure 9.5 (a). 
In the start water moves towards the surface through the methane layer and the system 
vibrates in the z-direction to obtain the desired pressure. After some time the system has 
stabilized on a length of 164.2 Å and a picture of the system after 1.5 ns is shown in Figure 
9.6 (a). After this the water molecules stops moving and it could look like ice-like structures 
have formed. The PVP molecules keep their position through the whole simulation and the 
methane molecules stays near the surface and only a few molecules are dissolved into the 
water phase where they are locked up. A vibration in every direction is the only movement 
observed in the simulation after this. Figure 9.6 (b) shows a picture of the system after 15 ns 
and it looks quite similar to Figure 9.6 (a), the only difference is that the system has been 
compressed a bit more in the z-direction and one of the PVP molecules has changed its 
orientation. As for the corresponding NVT simulation water shows several density layers near 
the surface. The measured density in this system is 1073 kg/m
3
 which in contrast to the NVT 




Figure 9.6: a) System 3 – NPT after 1.5 ns. b) Not much has happened through this simulation and after 15 ns it looks 
quite similar to the situation at 1.5 ns.  
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The oxygen in water position was tracked every 25 frame over 1000 frames for both the NPT 
and the NVT simulation and the result is shown in Figure 9.7. Here the NPT simulation can 
be compare to the NVT version and the water acts different in the two cases. In both 
simulation the density layers can be observed, where the NPT shows around five layers near 
the hematite surface without methane and up to six layers can be observed near the same 
surface in the NVT simulation. Water near the other side of the hematite gets disturbed by the 
presence of methane, so not that many layers can be observed there. Another thing worth 
noticing from the NPT simulation is that three of the oxygen atoms in the hematite crystal 
have moved out of the crystal and have been dissolved into the water phase. These three 
atoms are marked with a black circle in Figure 9.7 (a).  
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Figure 9.7: a) System 3 – NPT water density profile. b) System 3 – NVT water density profile. 
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9.2 Density Profiles 
Because of the observation of structured water with different density regions towards the 
hematite surface, density profiles are made and further investigated. The number density of 
water and methane are measured and a plot for water and methane in each system is shown in 
Figure 9.8 - Figure 9.14. Water is shown in the upper plot and has a black line while methane 
is shown in the lower plot and has a grey line. The x-axis is the distance in the z-direction 
where point 0 is the middle of the system and the hematite is placed on the left side.  
The number density plot for System 1 – NVT is shown in Figure 9.8. The water phase ranges 
from around -63 Å to around 92 Å in the z-direction and has a length of 155 Å. The hematite 
crystal surface is located on each side of the water phase. Water has a relatively high density 
near the surfaces compared to the density in bulk. This is due to the way hematite interacts 
with water and these density layers are made. The number density in water bulk is 0.0037 and 
the mass density is 1037 kg/m
3
. Two peaks can be observed for water on the left side of the 
system and indicates the presence of two layers of structured water while three peaks can be 
observed on the right side which indicates that three layers of water are structured by the 
hematite. The length of the structured water face on the left side is around 8Å while the length 
on the right side is around 10 Å. A reason for the different amount of layers on the two sides 
is the presence of methane on the left side, which could disturb the water phase. The number 
density gets lower where methane is present in the system, but it does not necessarily indicate 
that the mass density of water is lower here. Most of the methane stays at the same place 
between -55 and -20 Å during the simulation which also is seen in the general observations 
where methane gathers together and forms a sphere.  
Figure 9.9 shows a plot of the number density of water and methane in the system 2 – NVT 
simulation which looks quite similar to recently discussed plots for system 1 – NVT. The only 
difference between the two systems is that 5 molecules of PVP are present in system 2. Water 
has two peaks on the left side and three peaks on the right side in the system, an indication of 
two layers of structured water on the left side and three layers on the right side. Also here the 
number density in bulk water is 0.0037 and the length of the structured water layer on the left 
side is 8 Å and 10 Å on the right side. Methane is located in the same area around -55 and -20 
Å. From the density profile it is impossible to discern any effect that PVP may have on the 
system. 
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Figure 9.8: Density plot of system 1 NVT. The black line is for water and the grey line is for methane. 
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Number density for water and methane in the system 1 – NPT simulation is shown in Figure 
9.10. The plots for system 2 – NPT are shown in Figure 9.11 and are almost identical so the 
following discussion applies to both of these systems. Here the black graph for water density 
has three peaks on both the left and the right side of the system, indicating three layers of 
structured water. The layer closest to the surface has a higher density than the second layer 
which again has a higher density than the third layer. For both systems the number density in 
bulk is 0.0037. Both sides have a similar length of the structured water of 10 Å. Methane is 
more distributed in the system 1 and 2 NPT simulations than in the system 1 and 2 NVT 
simulations, but most of the molecules are located on the right side of the system. The graph 
showing the methane number density has two peaks on the left side of the system. Where the 
water graph has a peak, the methane graph has a peak indicating that methane is located in the 
high-density area of the layers of structured water. 
 
Figure 9.10: Density plot of system1 NPT. The black line is water and the grey line is methane. 
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Figure 9.11: Density plot of system 2 NPT. The black line is water and the grey line is methane. 
 
Figure 9.12 shows the number density of the System 3 – NVT simulation where TIP4P/2005 
is used to model the water. This system gets a lot of peaks on the black graph showing the 
number density for water. A total of six peaks can be counted on each side of the system 
which indicates six layers of structured water. These six layers of structured water were also 
observed by visually looking at the simulation, discussed under general observations. The 
total length of structured water on each side is around 18 Å in contrast to the length of around 
10 Å for the simulations using the modified TIP3P. Another difference from the systems with 
the modified TIP3P model is that the number density in water bulk is 0.0032, a lower number 
density. Because the modified TIP3P model provided a density that was too high the 
TIP4P/2005 model was used, but it provided an even lower density than the target density.  
This system does also have the highest distribution of methane. Here the grey graph showing 
the methane density gets five peaks on the right side on the location where the water graph 
has its peaks, and this could indicate that the methane molecules are located in the high-
density area of the layers of structured water, and not in the low-density area between the 
water layers. One reason for this could be that Lennard-Jones forces are responsible for the 
low-density area and when no water can be located there, there will be volume left for 
methane. This can also be observed on the left side of the system. Figure 9.13 shows a plot of 
both methane and water number densities where it can be observed that the top of the peaks 
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are located on the same spot. The peaks in the water graph has higher peaks on the right side 
than on the left side, and a reason for this may be that more methane is present on the left side 
and could have an effect on the structuring of water.  
 
Figure 9.12: Density plot of system 3 NVT. The black line is water and the grey line is methane. 
 
Figure 9.13: A close up of the plot from -60 to -40. 
 
The plots for water and methane number density from the system 3 – NPT simulation are 
shown in Figure 9.12. This looks a bit different than the corresponding NVT simulation. Here 
there is only one peak on the left side of the black water graph while the right side has 6 
peaks. The peak on the left side is in addition not as high as the highest peaks on the right 
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side. The length of the structured water layers on the right side is 18 Å, the same as the length 
on both sides in the system 3 – NVT simulation. On the left side there is a negative peak and 
on the same location on the grey methane graph there is a very high peak, implicating that all 
methane molecules are located there which also is confirmed in the visual observation. This is 
likely the explanation of the lack of structured water on this side. Another thing worth 
noticing is the number density in the water bulk. All the other simulations have a close to 
straight line for the number density in the water bulk area, implying a uniform density, but 
here it varies through the whole water phase. As no methane molecules are dissolved into the 
water bulk it is not reasonable to believe that methane has any influence on the water number 
density. Recalling from the visual observations in chapter 9.1 this system had a behavior that 
does not resemble any of the other systems. It looked like the system got an ice-like structure 
so this may be the reason for the variations in the number density in water bulk.  
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9.3 Orientation of Water Molecules 
To find out how the water molecule is oriented towards the hematite surface the structure 
parameter is calculated. The structure factor S(z) and the cosine of the angle is plotted as a 
function of the distance in z-direction for each simulation system and they are shown in 
Figure 9.15 – Figure 9.21. Because the graph is stable in the water bulk this section is cut out 
of the plot and only the sides are shown. A small plot showing the complete graph is shown at 
the top of each plot on the left side.  
Figure 9.15 shows the plots for the system 1 – NVT simulation. A structure factor close to 
0.25 for water is measured on both sides of the water phase towards the hematite surface. This 
means that the average dipole vector in the water molecule is oriented close to either 45°, 
135°, 225° or 315° on the surface. The corresponding negative peak in the cosine plot on the 
left side of the system with a value of around -8 corresponds to an orientation of either 135° 
or 225°. On the right side the corresponding cosine plot has a peak with a value of around 0.7 
which corresponds to an orientation of either 45° or 315 ° and is pointing in the opposite 
directions from the left side. With these orientations one of the hydrogen atoms in water 
points towards the surface. The second peak on the cosine graph on the left side has a positive 
value of around 0.7 and indicates that the second layer of structured water has an opposite 
orientation from the first layer. This is also the case on the right side. In water bulk the 
structure factor is zero implying that there is no clear structuring of water here. Plots for 
system 2 – NVT are quite similar to the ones for system 1 – NVT so the recent discussion 
applies to this as well and the plots are shown in Figure 9.16.  
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Figure 9.15: Structure parameter and cosθ for system 1 – NVT. 
 
Figure 9.16: Structure parameter and cosθ for system 2 – NVT. 
 
Figure 9.17 shows the plots for the system 2 – NPT simulation. These plots are not very 
different from the recently discussed simulation systems. The outermost peaks on both sides 
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on the structure parameter graph is close to 0.25 and the corresponding values for the cosine 
graph indicates that the first layer of structured water on the left side has an orientation of 
135° or 225° on the hematite surface and the first layer on the right side has an orientation of 
45° or 315° on the surface. Similar to the mentioned systems the second layer of structured 
water has the opposite orientation towards the surface. The structure factor in water bulk is 
zero here as well so it can be assumed that water does not get structured in bulk.  
 
Figure 9.17: Structure parameter and cosθ for system 2 – NPT. 
 
In Figure 9.18 the plots for the system 1 – NPT is shown. On the left side of the system the 
graph looks quite similar to the ones already discussed. The structure factor is close to 0.25 
towards the hematite surface and the corresponding value from the cosine graph is 
approximately -0.7 implicating an orientation of water of around 135° or 225° on the hematite 
surface. The second peak on the cosine is close to 0.6 indicating that the second layer of 
structured water is oriented close to the opposite direction of the ones in the first layer.  
On the right side of the system this plot has a value of 0.9 for the structure parameter which 
distinguishes this from the other graphs discussed. With a corresponding cosine value of 1 it 
indicates that the first layer of water is oriented close to perpendicular towards the hematite 
surface. By taking a closer look in the simulations it can be observed that ~7 molecules of 
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water has this orientation close to the surface and this is shown in Figure 9.19. It can also be 
seen that the water molecules have the expected orientation on the other side. The next peak 
on the structure factor is around 0.2 and the corresponding cosine is -0.6 indicating that the 
next layer looks more like the second layer on the left side and in the recently discussed 
simulations.  
 
Figure 9.18: Structure parameter and cosθ for system 1 – NPT. 
 
Figure 9.19: A picture showing the water molecules with a different orientation towards the surface. 
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The plot for the structure parameter for system 3 – NVT and the corresponding cosine plot are 
shown in Figure 9.20. The structure factor does not look like any of the previous graphs for 
structure factor. Here it has a structure factor of around -0.2 in water bulk which could imply 
a structuring of the water molecules in bulk. The corresponding cosine value is 0. On the sides 
close to the hematite crystal one peak on each side is slightly positive and the following peaks 
get a negative value. The cosine graph does not look that different from the other systems, it 
has a larger number of peaks but the density profile for this system showed that the systems 
with the TIP4P/2005 water model gets more layers of structured water and thereby more 
peaks.  Recalling from the visual observation of this system it was noticed that it looked like 
water phase had some form of structuring and that maybe some type of ice is starting to form. 
This might be the reason for this value of -0.2 for the structure parameter.  
 
Figure 9.20: Structure parameter and cosθ for system 3 – NVT. 
 
Figure 9.21 shows the structure parameter and cosine graph for the system 3 – NPT 
simulation. As for the system 3 – NVT simulation this simulation gets a negative structure 
factor for the water bulk area, but here it varies a lot between a value of -0.2 and -0.25. The 
corresponding cosine graph also varies a lot around a value of zero. Near the hematite surface 
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the structure factor has some peaks that are a bit clearer than the peaks in the water bulk. The 
cosine graph has two major peaks, one on the left side and one on the right side. These peaks 
are quite similar to the first peaks on the other systems cosine plots, but a second peak is not 
that easy to detect here. From the visual observations it was observed that after a short time 
the molecules stopped moving and it seemed like some sort of ice-structure was formed. This 
may be the reason that the structure factor comes out like this.  
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9.4 Radial Distribution Functions  
The radial distribution functions (RDF) plots are presented and discussed in the following 
sections. 
9.4.1 Water – Hematite  
The RDF plots for water (TIP3P) and hematite are shown in Figure 9.22 and for water 
(TIP4P/2005) and hematite is shown in Figure 9.23. System 1 and 2 for both NVT and NPT 
simulations get comparable results for both sides of the hematite crystal so plots for only one 
of these systems are shown her, in this case for the system 1 – NVT simulation from the left 
side of the system. This indicates that depending on what type of water model being used 
(modified TIP3P or TIP4P/2005) water gets a slight change in the orientation towards the 
hematite surface even though this is unexpected. This is also verified on basis of the structure 
parameter, S(z) in chapter 9.3. A selection is made where only the outermost oxygen and iron 
atoms on the hematite crystal are regarded in these RDF plots, so the hematite bulk is not 
considered because water never interacts with these atoms. This affects the normalization of 
the plots because water only is present on one side of the selected atoms.  
Figure 9.22 (a) shows a graph for hematite and oxygen in water (red), a graph for hematite 
and hydrogen in water (blue) and a graph for hematite and water (black). It can be observed 
that water can be found approximately 1.7 Å from the hematite surface due to the peak in the 
black graph. The corresponding peak in the blue graph indicates that it is the hydrogen atom 
in water which is the one that lies at this position and closest to the hematite surface. This can 
also be seen in the simulations. To find out which atom in the hematite that lie closest to 
water and the atoms in water, a similar plot is made for only oxygen in the hematite crystal 
shown in Figure 9.22 (b) and one is made for only iron in the hematite crystal shown in 
Figure 9.22 (c). From the black graph in (b) it can be concluded that water lies further away 
from the iron atoms than the oxygen atoms in the hematite. This is confirmed by looking at 
the black graph in (c) which shows that water lie closer to the oxygen atoms. From (b) it 
could also be observed from the red graph that the oxygen atoms in water lie closer to iron in 
hematite than the hydrogen atoms in water, seen from the blue graph. Around 2.2 Å separates 
iron in hematite and oxygen in water while the distance between iron and hydrogen in water is 
around 3 Å. Similarly from (c) it can be seen from the blue graph that the hydrogen atoms in 
water lie closer to the oxygen atoms in hematite than the oxygen atoms in water, observed 
from the red graph. The distance from oxygen in hematite to hydrogen in water is around 1.7 
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Å and to oxygen in water it is around 2.8 Å. The graphs in the three plots do all have several 
peaks for water which shows the different density layers of water near the surface discussed 
in chapter 9.2. 
 
Figure 9.22: a) Hematite water RDF. b) Iron in hematite water RDF. c) Oxygen in hematite water RDF. 
This is for the modified TIP3P water model.  
 
RDF plots for the different sides of the NVT simulation of system 3 are identical. The result 
for the left side of the NPT simulation are almost identical to the ones in the NVT simulation, 
but the right side of the system differs from the other sides so both sides of the system 3 – 
NPT simulation are shown here. The plots are shown in Figure 9.23 and Figure 9.24. In 
general the plots for the left side and the right side have the same peaks for water, hydrogen in 
water and oxygen in water towards the hematite surface (a), iron in hematite (b) and oxygen 
in hematite (c) as the previously discussed systems, but some peaks for hydrogen in water and 
oxygen in water have a shorter distance between them. This could indicate that water has a 
different orientation towards the hematite surface. The numbers of peaks on the water graphs 
in Figure 9.24 are greater than for the simulations recently discussed with the modified TIP3P 
water model, indicating that water from TIP4P/2005 gets more structured and gets more 
layers of water. Figure 9.23 (a) shows that the black graph only has three major peaks which 
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indicates that water only has three layers of structured water towards the surface on the left 
side, where the reason for this is that most of the methane molecules are located near the 
hematite surface on the left side of the system. This methane layer is also discussed in the 
general observations section. When analyzing the density profiles in chapter 9.2 the difference 
in amount of layers of structured water in a TIP3P system and a TIP4P/2005 system was 
observed.  
 
Figure 9.23: a) Hematite water RDF. b) Iron in hematite water RDF. c) Oxygen in hematite water RDF. 
These plots are for the left side of the system where methane is present and for the TIP4P/2005 water model. 
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Figure 9.24: a) Hematite water RDF. b) Iron in hematite water RDF. c) Oxygen in hematite water RDF. 
These plots are for the right side of the system where no methane is present and for the TIP4P/2005 water model. 
9.4.2 Water – PVP Interaction 
Radial distribution function plots are also made for water and PVP. PVP is supposed to 
interact with water and restructure it and the most likely atoms to make sure of this are the 
oxygen atom and the nitrogen atom in the lactam ring. This can be assumed because both of 
them tend to make hydrogen bonds with hydrogen in water. System 2 and 3 both contain PVP 
molecules and the resulting radial distribution plots for both systems and for NVT and NPT 
simulations were nearly identical so they are only shown for one system, the system 2 – NVT 
simulation. The RDF plots are shown in Figure 9.25 where (a) is a RDF plot for PVP and 
water, (b) is a RDF plot for the oxygen atom in PVP and water and (c) is a RDF plot for the 
nitrogen atom in PVP and water. The black graph is for water, the blue graph if for hydrogen 
in water and the red graph is for oxygen in water.  
In (a) the first peak on the black graph indicates that the distance between a PVP molecule 
and a water molecule is 0.8 Å, and because of a corresponding peak on the blue graph it can 
be assumed that it is the hydrogen atom in water that lie closest to the PVP molecule. The red 
graph has a peak on 2.8 Å Å which indicates that this is the distance between an oxygen atom 
in water and a PVP molecule. To find out if it is the oxygen atoms or the nitrogen atoms in 
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PVP that has the largest impact on the water structure plot (b) and (c) is studied. The black 
graph and the blue graph in (b) has a large peak around 1.8 Å and this could indicate that 
oxygen in PVP and hydrogen in water makes a hydrogen bond of this length. In the same plot 
the red graph has a large peak around 2.7 Å which is the indicated distance between oxygen in 
PVP and oxygen in water. For plot (c) the black graph has its first peak around 5.9 Å 
indicating that water in general are located this far away from the nitrogen atom in PVP. The 
blue graph shows a small peak around 3.7 Å so it is likely that hydrogen in water can be 
located at this distance from the nitrogen atom. This is not an indication of a strong hydrogen 
bond between nitrogen and water. Because of this it is most likely to believe that it is the 
oxygen atom in PVP that is responsible for restructuring the water molecules. Based on the 
molecular structure of PVP the nitrogen atoms may not be as exposed to water as the oxygen 
atom is, and it will not be as capable of making hydrogen bonds to water. 
 
Figure 9.25: a) PVP – water RDF. b) Oxygen in PVP – water RDF. c) Nitrogen in PVP – water RDF. 
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9.5 Signs of Hydrate Structure 
To check if there are signs of hydrate structure starting to form, an analysis of how many 
water molecules present around each methane molecule is done. A plot is made for each 
methane molecule, where the amount of water molecules within a distance of 5 Å surrounding 
it through the whole simulation is shown. The average number of water molecules is 
calculated by a rolling mean over 50 frames and this is used as data for the plots. In these 
systems the only guest molecule (hydrate former) is methane. Because only methane is 
present as a guest molecule (hydrate former) in these systems it is likely to believe that the 
type of hydrate which could form in these simulations is the structure I hydrate. Structure I 
hydrates consists of the small 5
12
 cavity which surrounds a guest molecule by 20 water 




 cavity which surrounds 
a guest molecule by 24 molecules of water and has a mean cavity radius of 4.33 Å [42].  
In the simulations methane has three major types of locations, the first is in water bulk, the 
second is near the hematite surface inside the high-density layer of water and the last is inside 
the sphere which forms in the NVT simulation of system 1 and 2 with TIP3P as water model.  
Figure 9.26 shows a plot of the number of water molecules surrounding one of the methane 
molecules in the system 1 – NVT simulation through the whole simulation. This methane 
molecule is dissolved into the water bulk for a long time through the simulation. From around 
frame 3000 to frame 7000 it has approximately 22-24 molecules of water surrounding it. 
Figure 9.26 also shows a picture of the methane molecule where the water molecules within a 
radius of 5 Å surrounds it. The blue bonds are hydrogen bonds. On the right side a hexagonal 
face is formed. As the large cavity contains two hexagonal faces this could be an indication of 
a hydrate cavity starting to form.  
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Figure 9.26: On the left side; the plot of number of water molecules surrounding a methane molecule in water bulk. 
On the right side; the corresponding methane molecule shown in the simulation with the surrounding water molecules 
shown. 
 
A methane molecule placed in the methane sphere that forms in the NVT simulation for 
system 1 and system 2 is sometimes inside of the sphere and sometimes in the interface 
between methane and water. In Figure 9.27 a plot for such a methane molecule in the system 
1 – NVT simulation and the same methane molecule with water molecules within a radius of 
5 Å surrounding it. A methane molecule placed in the sphere has an average of one to eight 
molecules of water that surrounds it through the simulation. The methane molecule only has 
water on one half of its surface. 
 
Figure 9.27: On the left side; the plot of number of water molecules surrounding a methane molecule lying in the 
sphere and which sometimes is located in the interface between methane and water. On the right side; the 
corresponding methane molecule shown in the simulation with the surrounding water molecules shown. 
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In Figure 9.28 the plot of a methane molecule that moves out of the sphere and gets adsorbed 
into the high-density layer of the structured water near the hematite crystal surface for a 
limited time is shown. It also shows a picture of this methane molecule when it is located in 
the high-density layer with water within a radius of 5Å surrounding it. From around frame 
5500 to frame 9000 methane is located in this high-density layer. On the picture of the 
methane molecule no signs of faces making up cavities are formed, but that cannot confirm 
that no cavities could form here.  
 
Figure 9.28: On the left side; the plot of number of water molecules surrounding a methane molecule first placed in 
the sphere and then for a limited time in the high-density layer near the surface. On the right side; the corresponding 
methane molecule shown in the simulation with the surrounding water molecules shown. 
Based on these observations it is not possible to state that hydrate starts forming in these 
simulations. One reason for this is the total run time of the simulation; hydrate structures are 
not guaranteed to start to form after 15 ns because it is a stochastic process. Another argument 
is that to confirm that nucleation of hydrate take place several molecules of methane within a 
short radius need to show the tendency of cavities forming around them. The fact that one 
hexagonal face is formed may be a coincidence because hydrogen-bonds usually are present 
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10 Conclusions 
The NVT simulation for system 1 without PVP and for system 2 containing PVP has nearly 
the same behavior when they are viewed in VMD[14] and gets similar results for density 
profiles and orientation order. The same applies for system 1 and 2 for the NPT simulations. 
From this it is assumed that the PVP molecules do not have a large effect on the simulation 
systems, where a reason for this may be that the PVP concentration or the amount of lactam 
rings is too low.  Some of the PVP molecules are located in the interface between water and 
the methane sphere. The carbon backbone is nonpolar and hydrophobic and oriented towards 
the methane phase and the lactam rings is placed in the water phase. Water tends to make 
hydrogen bonds to nitrogen or oxygen in the lactam rings and in this system only oxygen is 
capable of making hydrogen bonds to water. This may be a result of the molecular structure 
of PVP where it can be difficult for the nitrogen atom to be exposed to water.   
The modified TIP3P water model provided a higher density than the target density of 1003.8 
kg/m
3
 so a second water model was used, the TIP4P/2005. The resulting densities got an even 
larger error than the ones for the modified TIP3P model. The NVT simulations for system 3 
got a density of 914 kg/m
3
, which resembles the density of ice and could indicate that some 
sort of ice-structure is starting to form. Water is predominantly oriented with one of the 
hydrogen atoms pointing towards the hematite surface, especially towards the oxygen atoms 
in hematite probably because of the large attraction between these atoms. In one of the 
simulations the first layer of water gets a different orientation towards the surface with each 
of the hydrogen atoms in water pointing towards an oxygen atom in hematite. 
The methane molecule placed in water bulk got more structured water surrounding it than the 
methane molecule located in the high-density layer close to the surface. This may be a 
coincidence or it may indicate that the water in the high-density layer is too structured to form 
cavities. Methane seems to prefer to be located in high density layer of water near surface 
rather than the low-density area in between the high-density layers. One reason for this could 
be that Lennard-Jones forces are responsible for the low-density area and when no water can 
be located there, there will be volume left for methane. 
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11 Suggestions to Further work 
Based on the results, discussions and conclusion the following suggestions to further work are 
listed below.  
11.1 Water Model 
As both of the models for water (modified TIP3P and TIP4P/2005) reproduces a higher or 
lower pressure than the target pressure, these simulations could be run with another water 
model to see if a better density can be provided.  
11.2 PVP Model 
In this study the systems containing PVP molecules has five molecules present and each 
molecule has five sequences of the lactam ring. The PVP molecules do not significantly 
influence these systems so a system with a larger amount of PVP molecules could be studied. 
Another possibility is to increase the number of lactam rings in the PVP molecule.  
11.3 Investigate Ice-structure  
For the systems with the TIP4P/2005 water model the orientation order indicates that water in 
bulk gets a distinct structure, and there are indications of some sort of ice-structure is forming. 
A system consisting of ice could be investigated and the corresponding orientation order 
could be compared to the one obtained in this thesis to see if they resembles the one for ice.  
11.4 Investigate the Hematite Crystal 
Another interesting phenomenon to further investigate is the three oxygen atoms in the 
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12 Appendix 1 
Appendix 1 contains the scripts used for making the analyses of the systems.  




set resolution 0.5  
set totalframes 0  
set offset 3010 
set N 30100 
set chunksize [expr {($N-$offset)/10}] 
set WAT [atomselect top "resname WAT"] 
set MET [atomselect top "resname MET"] 
set PVP [atomselect top "resname PVP"] 
set zlength 600 
set WATbins [list] 
set METbins [list] 
set PVPbins [list] 
 
set numbins 0 
for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr {($zlength / $resolution) + 1}]} {incr i} { 
    lappend WATbins 0 
    lappend METbins 0 
    lappend PVPbins 0 
    incr numbins 
} 
 
for {set chunk 0} {$chunk < ($N-$offset) / $chunksize} {incr chunk} { 
    animate delete all 
    set first [expr {$chunk*$chunksize + $offset}] 
    set last [expr { ($chunk*$chunksize + $chunksize-1) + $offset}] 
    mol addfile dump_hematite_system3.dcd first $first last $last step 
1 waitfor all top 
    set totalframes [expr {$totalframes + [molinfo top get numframes]}] 
    puts "Total frames $totalframes" 
    for {set frame 0} {$frame < [molinfo top get numframes]} {incr 
frame} { 
        animate goto $frame 
        set Fe [atomselect top "name Fe"] 
        set zplane [lindex [measure center $Fe] 2] 
        $Fe delete 
        unset Fe 
 
        #Water molecules on the left side of the hematite crystal are 
moved to the other side 
        set movedist [lindex [pbc get] 0 2] 
        set moveWAT [atomselect top "resname WAT and z<$zplane"] 
        set movedist [list 0.0 0.0 $movedist] 
        $moveWAT moveby $movedist 
        $moveWAT delete 
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        unset moveWAT 
 
        $WAT update 
        set WATz [$WAT get z] 
        set METz [$MET get z] 
        set PVPz [$PVP get z] 
 
        foreach z $WATz { 
            set binIndex [expr {($z + $zlength / 2.0) / $resolution}] 
            set binIndex [expr {round($binIndex)}] 
            set value [lindex $WATbins $binIndex] 
            incr value 
            lset WATbins $binIndex $value 
            unset binIndex 
            unset value 
        } 
        foreach z $METz { 
            set binIndex [expr {($z + $zlength / 2.0) / $resolution}] 
            set binIndex [expr {round($binIndex)}] 
            set value [lindex $METbins $binIndex] 
            incr value 
            lset METbins $binIndex $value 
            unset binIndex 
            unset value 
        } 
        foreach z $PVPz { 
            set binIndex [expr {($z+$zlength/2.0)/$resolution}] 
            set binIndex [expr {round($binIndex)}] 
            set value [lindex $PVPbins $binIndex] 
            incr value 
            lset PVPbins $binIndex $value 
            unset binIndex 
            unset value 
        } 
        if {$frame % 100 == 0} { 
            puts "Frame $frame" 
        } 
        unset WATz METz PVPz 





set log [open "tetthetslog.log" w] 
set normWAT [expr {[$WAT num] * 1.0 * $totalframes}] 
set normMET [expr {[$MET num] * 1.0 * $totalframes}] 
set normPVP [expr {[$PVP num] * 1.0 * $totalframes}] 
for {set bin 0} {$bin < $numbins} {incr bin} { 
    set z [expr {(-$zlength / 2.0) + (($zlength / ($numbins*1.0)) * 
($bin*1.0))}] 
    set value1 [lindex $WATbins $bin] 
    set value1 [expr {$value1/$normWAT}] 
    set value2 [lindex $METbins $bin] 
    set value2 [expr {$value2/$normMET}] 
    set value3 [lindex $PVPbins $bin] 
    set value3 [expr {$value3/$normPVP}] 
    puts $log "$bin $z $value1 $value2 $value3" 
    unset z 
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set resolution 0.5 
set totalframes 0 
set offset 3010 
set N 30100 
set chunksize [expr {($N-$offset)/10}] 
set WAT [atomselect top "resname WAT and name Ow"] 
#set zlength [lindex [pbc get] 0 2] 
set zlength 600 
set WATorderbins [list] 
set cosThettabins [list] 
set cosThettacounts [list] 
 
set numbins 0 
for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr {($zlength / $resolution) + 1}]} {incr i} { 
    lappend WATorderbins 0 
    lappend cosThettabins 0 
    lappend cosThettacount 0 
    incr numbins 
} 
 
for {set chunk 0} {$chunk < ($N-$offset) / $chunksize} {incr chunk} { 
    animate delete all 
    set first [expr {$chunk*$chunksize + $offset}] 
    set last [expr { ($chunk*$chunksize + $chunksize-1) + $offset}] 
    mol addfile dump_hematite_system2.dcd first $first last $last step 
1 waitfor all 
    set totalframes [expr {$totalframes + [molinfo top get numframes]}] 
    puts "Total frames $totalframes" 
    for {set frame 0} {$frame < [molinfo top get numframes]} {incr 
frame} { 
        set WATframeorderbins [list] 
        set WATframecountbins [list] 
        for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr {($zlength / $resolution) + 1}]} 
{incr i} { 
            lappend WATframeorderbins 0 
            lappend WATframecountbins 0 
        } 
         
        animate goto $frame 
        set Fe [atomselect top "name Fe"] 
        set zplane [lindex [measure center $Fe] 2] 
        $Fe delete 
        unset Fe 
 
        #Water molecules are moved to the other side 
        set movedist [lindex [pbc get] 0 2] 
        set moveWAT [atomselect top "resname WAT and z<$zplane"] 
        set movedist [list 0.0 0.0 $movedist] 
        $moveWAT moveby $movedist 
        $moveWAT delete 
        unset moveWAT 
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        $WAT update 
        set residlist [$WAT get resid] 
 
        foreach resid $residlist { 
            # Velger vannmolekyl med resid og henter possisjon for alle 
atomer 
            set currentWAT [atomselect top "resid $resid"] 
            set pos [$currentWAT get {x y z}] 
            $currentWAT delete 
            #Bruker z-koordinaten til oksygenet for å regne ut en index 
            set z [lindex $pos 0 2] 
            set binIndex [expr {($z + $zlength / 2.0) / $resolution}] 
            set binIndex [expr {round($binIndex)}] 
 
            #Øk tallet i bin med 1 
            set count [lindex $WATframecountbins $binIndex] 
            incr count 
            lset WATframecountbins $binIndex $count 
 
            #Lager possisjoner for atomene 
            set O [lindex $pos 0] 
            set H1 [lindex $pos 1] 
            set H2 [lindex $pos 2] 
 
            #regner ut vektorene 
            set OH1 [vecsub $H1 $O] 
            set OH2 [vecsub $H2 $O] 
            set dipole [vecadd $OH1 $OH2] 
 
            #finner cos til thetta 
            set cosThetta [expr {[lindex $dipole 2] / [veclength 
$dipole] }] 
 
            #finner orderparameter 
            set orderparam [expr {((($cosThetta * $cosThetta * 3.0) - 
1.0) * 0.5)}] 
            #finner gammel verdi i listen og plusser på ny verdi 
            set order [lindex $WATframeorderbins $binIndex] 
            set order [expr {$order + $orderparam}] 
            lset WATframeorderbins $binIndex $order 
 
            #finner gammel verdi i listen og plusser på ny verdi 
            set old [lindex $cosThettabins $binIndex] 
            set new [expr {$old + $cosThetta}] 
            lset cosThettabins $binIndex $new 
 
            #Øk tallet i bin med 1 
            set coscount [lindex $cosThettacount $binIndex] 
            incr coscount 
            lset cosThettacount $binIndex $coscount 
 
            unset currentWAT pos z binIndex O H1 H2 OH1 OH2 dipole 
count cosThetta orderparam order old new coscount 
 
        } 
        for {set bin 0} {$bin < $numbins} {incr bin} { 
           set count [expr {([lindex $WATframecountbins $bin] * 1.0)}] 
           if {$count > 0.5} { 
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               set old [lindex $WATorderbins $bin] 
               set new [expr {$old +[lindex $WATframeorderbins $bin] / 
([lindex $WATframecountbins $bin] * 1.0)}] 
               lset WATorderbins $bin $new 
 
               unset old new 
           } 
 
           unset count 
        } 
 
 
        if {$frame % 100 == 0} { 
           puts "Frame $frame" 
        } 
 
        unset WATframeorderbins WATframecountbins residlist movedist 
zplane 
   } 
 





set log [open "vannstruktur.log" w] 
 
 
puts $log "# bin    z    s(z)    cos(theta)" 
 
for {set bin 0} {$bin < $numbins} {incr bin} { 
  set z [expr {(-$zlength / 2.0) + $zlength / $numbins * $bin}] 
  set s [lindex $WATorderbins $bin] 
  set s [expr {$s/($totalframes * 1.0)}] 
  set c [lindex $cosThettabins $bin] 
  set count [expr {[lindex $cosThettacount $bin] * 1.0}] 
  if {$count < 0.5} { 
      set count 1.0 
  } 
  set c [expr {$c / $count}] 
  puts $log "$bin $z $s $c" 
 






unset resolution totalframes offset N chunksize WAT zlength 
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12.3 Script for Radial Distribution Functions (RDF)      
 
#Radial Distribution Functions 
 
proc calc {selText1 selText2 filename} { 
    #set up the atom selections 
    set sel1 [atomselect top $selText1] 
    set sel2 [atomselect top $selText2] 
 
    #calculate g(r) 
    set gr [measure gofr $sel1 $sel2 delta 0.1 rmax 10 usepbc 1 
selupdate 1 first 0 last -1 step 1] 
 
    #set up the outfile and write out the data 
    set outfile [open $filename w] 
 
    set r [lindex $gr 0] 
    set gr2 [lindex $gr 1] 
    set igr [lindex $gr 2] 
 
    set i 0 
    foreach j $r k $gr2 l $igr { 
        puts $outfile "$j $k $l" 
    } 
 
    $sel1 delete 
    $sel2 delete 
 
    close $outfile 
 
cd path to psf file and dcd file 
mol new NameOfPsfFile.psf 
mol addfile NameOfDcdFile.dcd waitfor all   
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12.4 Script for Number of Water Molecules Surrounding a 
Methane Molecule             
 
cd path to psf and dcd file 
mol new NameOfPsfFile.psf 
 
set resolution 0.5 
set totalframes 0 
set MET [atomselect top "resname MET"] 
set residMETlist [$MET get resid] 
 
set N 30100 
set offset 0 
set chunksize [expr {($N-$offset)/10}] 
  
set zlength 600  
set Log [open "NameOfDataFile.dat" w] 
puts -nonewline $Log "#frame    " 
foreach resid $residMETlist { 
    puts -nonewline $Log "$resid    " 
}  
puts $Log "" 
 
#Kan ikke laste alt inn i minnet på en gang. Deler dcd i mindre biter 
(chunks) 
for {set chunk 0} {$chunk <($N-$offset)/$chunksize} {incr chunk} { 
 animate delete all 
 set first [expr {$chunk*$chunksize + $offset}] 
 set last [expr {$chunk*$chunksize + ($chunksize-1) + $offset}]
  
 mol addfile NameOfDcdFile.dcd first $first last $last step 1 
waitfor all top 
 set totalframes [expr {$totalframes + [molinfo top get 
numframes]}]  
        puts "Total frames $totalframes" 
            
         
        #går gjennom frame for frame 
        for {set frame 0} {$frame < [molinfo top get numframes]} {incr 
frame} { 
            animate goto $frame 
            set frameindex [expr {$chunk*$chunksize + $frame}] 
            puts -nonewline $Log "$frameindex    " 
            set data [list] 
         
            foreach resid $residMETlist { 
                #velger metanmolekyl med resid og velger vannmolekyl 
nærmere enn 5.0Å 
                set WATwithin [atomselect top "name Ow and same resid 
as (resname WAT and within 5.0 of resid $resid)"] 
    
                set numWATwithin [$WATwithin num] 
             
     #puts -nonewline $Log "$numWATwithin    " 
                lappend data $numWATwithin    
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                $WATwithin delete 
                unset WATwithin numWATwithin 
            }     
 
     puts $Log [join $data "   "] 
      
            if {$frame%50==0} { 
                puts "Frame $frame" 
            } 





mol delete top 
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13 Appendix 2 
This appendix contains the article done in conjunction with this Master thesis. 
Hydrate Formation During Transport of Natural Gas Containing Water And Impurities 
B. Kvamme, M. Austrheim, A. Knarvik, M. Zarifi. 
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